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Vantage points for presentation

• Non-executive - director of listed and unlisted public companies

• Executive - former Chief General Counsel and Group Secretary 

for large listed corporations

• Regulatory positions – Australia and Hong Kong

• Multiple viewpoints – director, governance advisor and regulator 

– appreciate the differences and difficulties

• Learned from experience – what worked and what didn’t



Presentation Today

1.Overview of risk landscape in Australia

2.Governance of risk in Australia

3.Current risk issues in Australia

4.Unique role of governance professionals

5.Conclusions



1. Overview of risk landscape in Australia

• Risk – the effect of uncertainty on objectives

• Risk thinking - accepted by most that risk management matters –

growing discussion of “how” to design and implement risk systems

• Theory and practice - do not always match – much written, less 

success in practice

• Regulators - in Australia regulators generally place risk management, 

risk appetite and associated oversight at the centre of corporate 

governance thinking and the role of the board,

• Reputation - risk management is always directly related to reputation 
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• Practical issues in Australia (and other countries):

 Tendency toward “box ticking” to satisfy regulators and proxy advisors

 Relatively few risk frameworks are properly embedded in day to day 

decision making

• Simplicity, fitness for purpose and cost effectiveness should be, but 

aren’t always guiding principles

• Sometimes the board and management’s view of risk diverge – failure to 

understand strategic and operational risk differences

1. Overview of risk landscape in Australia (cont.)



2. Governance of risk in Australia

• Corporations Act – main legislation - largely silent on risk

• Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) Corporate Governance 

Principles

 for listed companies but used more widely

 board is responsible for risk management

 recognise and manage risk

 “if not, why not” basis to ASX Governance Principles

 establish sound risk management framework

 periodically review framework for effectiveness

 there should be board committee which oversees risk

 ASX encourages internal audit function for listed companies
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2. Governance risk in Australia (cont.)

• ISO – 31000 (2009)

 principles and generic guidelines

 wide application - listed, private, not for profit

 not a universal platform

• Standards Australia 89:2013

 generic guidelines – over-arching principles

 risk techniques prescribed

 not a universal platform



3. Current “big” risk issues in Australia

Biggest risk is always taking no risks – being too risk averse

a) Culture

 Proper culture – underpins a good risk management framework 

(tendency toward too much box ticking in Australia) – a genuine 

desire to proactively manage risk is required

 Culture must be underpinned by strong ethics - ethics and 

accountability are required to create a suitable culture which should 

be led from the top

 Australian Securities and Investments Commission is focussed on 

identifying bad culture – will call bad behaviour out – are regulators 

actually equipped to do this?

 Difficult to judge culture – easier in theory than in practice



3. Current “big” risk issues in Australia (cont.)

b) Integration of risk management and governance

 ASX Governance Principle 7 – the board is ultimately 

responsible for risk but, in practice, delegates responsibility to 

senior management for the operational effectiveness of the 

management of risk

 must have a sound framework and clear alignment between 

board (strategic risk management and risk appetite) and 

management (operational risk management plus maintenance 

of sound systems and internal controls)

 management and board must be aligned and work closely 

together



c) Embedding of risk management practices

 risk management needs to be embedded – i.e. be part of 

everyday life

 many do risk well in theory but it’s much harder to embed –

often up against operational priorities, resourcing issues and 

the profit motive

 A direct link between risk and individual managements KPI’s 

can be useful

d) Risk framework design

 guiding principles should be simplicity and cost effectiveness

 keep it simple for maximum co-operation 

3. Current “big” risk issues in Australia (cont.)



3. Current “big” risk issues in Australia (cont.)

e) Short term thinking

 media/institutional shareholders/proxy advisors

 misuse of AGM’s and annual non-binding Remuneration 

Report – smokescreen for activist shareholders

f) Current key risks on the radar of Australian companies

 regulatory risk – too much intervention and cost

 cyber security

 impact of new technology – and its application

 third party risk – external suppliers/social media – reputation 

 corruption/money laundering

 Getting any of the above wrong = reputation consequences



4. Unique role of company 

secretary/governance professional

• Trusted advisor and designer- can work to get risk “on the 

agenda” – communication and education role – clarify the 

benefits and costs (e.g. corporate and personal reputation)

• Honest broker -obvious bridge between board and management 

– everyone must be aligned and committed for a risk framework 

to be properly designed, fit for purpose and functional

• Problem solver - help deal with the politics of change, new 

systems and internal resistance – help embed systems 



Conclusions

• Responsibility for risk management outcomes:

 Board always remains primarily responsible

 Board and management need to work seamlessly together –

board (strategic risks and embedding of systems) and 

management (operational risks)

 Risk management outcomes should ideally be linked to 

management KPI’s

• Design - systems must be practical, cost effective and embedded 

in everyday life for maximum effectiveness



Conclusions (continued)

• Company secretary role:

 Company secretary/governance advisors are uniquely 

positioned to help design and manage risk systems 

and to deal with the associated communication and 

political issues

 Don’t over-complicate – core risk management is 

about looking ahead and assessing probabilities

 Biggest risk is always being too risk averse and taking 

no risk – business is about identifying, assessing and 

managing necessary risks


